
Enter a world of 
fantasy with DIY 

fairy gardens.

DIY Fairy Gardens
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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FAIRY CHARMING
After arranging the moss and such, we added the 

friendliest of fairies to our garden. Faux succulents and 
cactus give this little fairy a place of her own to hide.

PIXIE PERFECT
Tip a terracotta planter on its side for a humble fairy 
home. We added faux mint and bark to this cottage 

to give it that fresh-from-nature look. Style with 
moss and miniatures, and you’re done!
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DRAGON 
DELIGHT

We gave these cuties a home made 
from an open metal container—find 
it on the cover! Try adding ferns and 

colorful florals by trimming them 
down and gluing them in. Finish your 

fairytale by adding a fairy house.

FOR THE DOGS
After you’ve snatched up this doggone cute drawer 

planter, fill it with floral foam and then cut moss mat to 
fit it. Once you’ve clipped a few florals, arrange your 

doghouse and fence, and glue it all down.
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STILL GARDENS
A trellis and bridge are key to a zen garden 

like this. Just fill a trunk planter with miniatures 
and butterflies for a look so peaceful, you’ll wish 

you could walk through it yourself. Tip: After 
adding a moss mat, layer on glue then 

spread out the pebbles.

FROGS IN TOWN
For a toad-ally sweet home, we glued two square 

pots together and placed them on a moss-covered 
saucer. To finish, we added some frogs and 

furniture. Tip: We made the easel out of 
scraps—see what you can come up with!
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REEF & RELAX
For a project that will have you dreaming of 

waves, look no further. Coat a tray from Home 
Decor in decoupage, and add sand and gems. 

Then arrange some beach goodies (they 
come in a kit!) and glue them down.

VASE TO VASE
For a garden you can admire from 

every angle, try using a clear, round 
vase. Use foam and moss to create 
levels, and bring it all to life with 

rocks, flowers and of course, fairies. 
Tip: The miniatures seen here 

come in a kit, so it’s ready to go!



WONDERFULLY 
WOODSY

So you’ve made your first fairy garden, 
now it’s time to make more and give 

your fairy some neighbors. Find a 
style you love and play around with 
arranging florals and other pretties 

like mushrooms and berries.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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